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CORONAVIRUS Pt. 20: VACCINES, DNA TAMPERING, 

RNA, NEW AGE, DECEPTION 

 

Vaccines are about money, control, dna manipulation, injury and death. 

*Please play video from 1:56 to 3:15 and from 4:18 to 5:06  and from 13:21 to  

13:41and from 15:34 to  16:42 and from 17:34 to 18:22 and from  24:18 to 24:36 

Bill Gates was on CBS 4-2-2020.  He gave $ 100,000 million dollars toward fighting 

the coronavirus.  He says they make vaccines, new vaccines and in large quantity 

all the time.  Says they are focused in helping to boost testing and mainly focusing 

on the vaccines so that we can get back to something “similar” to what we had 

before.  Although he says it will probably be 18 mos. or so. / He says that they will 

probably only go with 2 vaccines out of 7 or so. ((As of 7/28/20 they are saying 

they have at least 25 vaccine trials right now.)) Says they will probably have to 

build factories just to handle the volume that is needed.  And he says that the 

developing countries where isolation is difficult and their health care is weak, that 

sadly they are most likely to experience the most pain of all as this goes global.  / 

He says that 10’s of billions of dollars will need to be put into a readiness – “germ 

games” like war games that will really test out our systems and make sure that we 

move faster than the virus does.  Which in the early stages we did not. He says 

the numbers will drive the actions we take. (They are grossly manipulating the 

numbers)./  Says he’s very concerned about Africa and the undeveloped 

countries.  It may be that the seasonality in the Southern Hemisphere is holding 

back infections, so that may accelerate in a few months.  BUT UNLESS THERE’S 

SOME SURPRISE THING THAT MEANS THE VIRUS DOESN’T DO WELL IN THOSE 
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COUNTRIES.  THEY ARE LIKELY IN THE END TO HAVE THE GREATEST ECONOMIC 

DAMAGE AND THE GREATEST NUMBER OF DEATHS.  / There is a lot of dialogue 

between his foundation and the government now.  What does opening up look 

like?  Which activities like mass  gatherings may be in a certain sense more 

optional.  SO UNTIL YOU ARE WIDELY VACCINATED, THOSE (mass gatherings) 

MAY NOT COME BACK AT ALL.  / The Idea of big public gatherings, I do believe 

once we have the vaccination, then the kind of fears and the change of behavior 

around that could definitely be pretty close to where it was before this 

started.*(about 5.5 min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X-KkQeMMSQ 

He says the numbers will drive the actions that we take.  That is correct and they 
are grossly manipulating and inflating the numbers.  And when a true researcher 
points this out they just say oops my bad.  Or they say well we made a mistake 
and keep on going doing the same thing.  This invisible enemy that we are fighting 
is the perfect weapon or excuse for them to implement their new world order. 

He said they would probably only go with 2 of the vaccines and they have about 7 
trials working right now.  As of this past week and today is 8-2-20, they have 25 
vaccine trials in the mix now.  He said that until the world is widely vaccinated 
that mass gatherings may not come back at all.   

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X-KkQeMMSQ
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Anthony Mason from CBS conducted this interview.  “Mason,” I should say so.  

They all work together.  Remember the luciferians own the networks.  There were 

a few clues around his room that they made sure to get in the shots.  Arrow 

number 1 is showing some kind of artwork that looks like a sun.  As in the sun god 

baal, who this coronavirus is named for, the corona around the sun.  The orange 

and white vase sitting on his desk speaks of the 33rd degree of freemasonry 

because in Pythagorean numerology (witchcraft math) orange adds up to 33 and 

that is the most well known or talked about degree of freemasonry.  And bonus, 

the vase has the goddess symbol or shape all over it too.  Remember, Mystery 

Babylon which is a religion, a political force and a city, the religious arm of 

Mystery Babylon is a religion where they use symbols, colors, numbers, logos, 

dates etc. to speak to each other without saying a word.  This system of false 

religion rose up when God stopped what Nimrod was doing against Him at the 

building of the tower of Babel.  God confused or split up the languages at that 

time.  So now those participating in the mystery Babylon religion (Jesuits, 

freemasons, luciferians, all those in secret societies, witches etc.) they speak 

back-n-forth without saying a word using all the thigns I just mentioned. 
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That strange black and white picture behind him reminded me of some stylized or 

hidden number 6 symbolism.  On the bottom you can see examles of what I’m 

talking about with Google’s logo and Cern’s logo both sporting the number 666.  

Luciferians love that number and put it in many of their logos. 
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Look at his left hand.  See the ring finger pointing straight down.  He does that a 

lot.  Seems like some kind of freemasonic speak.  In fact, if you watch that whole 

video you will see him talk with his hands a lot.  Remember high ranking 

luciferians or puppets who are front men are trained and programmed in their 

hypnotic speaking and using hand signs to communicate with their own silently, 

as well as trigger some of those watching who are themselves programmed and 

these can be cues to trigger them.  When Trump was running for the presidency 

and at least the first year he was so over programmed with his hand signs it was 

ridiculous.  I think they have calmned him down a little by now.  Katherine 

Kuhlman is a good example of someone who was highly trained in hypnotic 

speech.   

*Please play from 2:51 to 7:15 and from 9:06 to 10:51 and from 14:34 to 22:26 

This lady, Carrie Madej, is supposed to be a dr.  She is sharing some information 

about the coming vaccines.  They are wanting to use RNA in the vaccines, 

something they have never tried before.  This is changing or rewriting the 

person’s dna. Our dna holds the records of how our bodies grow, function, 

reproduce and our thoughts and memories.  DNA is similar to a computer code or 

a binary code.  A small change in the pattern of code will have a very grand effect.  

You can insert something extra in there.  You can take something out so that it’s 

missing one.  You can translocate, meaning you take one part of the genome and 

put it in another area.  You can flip flop them.  Or you can take another synthetic 

or from another organism, a genome and cut out part of the genome of the 
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human and insert that other piece in there.  When you are doing this you are 

rewriting your genetic code.  You are rewriting your software program.  They are 

trying to roll out this technology within this year.  This is considered an 

engineered cell line, or a synthetic cell line or genetically modified cell line.  We 

cannot patent anything natural or from nature.  But we can patent something 

that has been created, modified or engineered.  A good example is Monsanto, 

who has genetically changed food.  It looks the same on the outside but on the 

inside it is not the same as the other food like corn etc.  Monsanto owns and 

controls the seeds they have genetically modified.  If it is a wild type that grows 

from nature they can’t patent that, they cannot own that.  So transpose that 

process onto a human cell line or onto a human.  That would mean that we could 

potentially be patented.  Or human cell lines could be patented.  And if it is 

patented then it has to have owners.  What if our dna is modified with genes from 

another species?  Are we still human?  Is this transhumanism?  This is called 

recombinant dna and recombinant rna technology.  And this is what is proposed 

for covid19 vaccine.  These new vaccines are designed to make us into genetically 

modified organisms.  The same terminology used for Monsanto’s seeds.  She says 

this has never been used on humans before. / She points out that many vaccines 

are using aborted fetal cell lines from the 1960’s.  This is an immortalized cell line.  

Immortalized means it does not die in other words it is a cell that has lost the 

ability to go through apoptosis.  A cell that cannot go through that death process 

is called CANCER, that is the definition of cancer.  They are trying to use a lot of 

different words so that you don’t realize that they are using cancerous cells in 

vaccines.  These cells are also called diploid cells. She says the reason we don’t 

see more dr’s and people speaking out about this is that they are silenced one 

way or another.  She says when you have money backing what you do and the 

media is controlled – that is why you aren’t hearing the truth. / In 2010, DARPA 

(Defense Advanced Research Project Agency) – Military Agency, started focusing 

on dna and rna vaccines.  They had a synthetic dna vaccine that could be 

delivered via noninvasive electro poration which is using kind of a sticker with 

micro needles in it on your skin and you can barely feel it go in there.  And their 

words: It is to “enhance and subvert” humans at a genetic level.  Then Bill Gates 

started to heavily fund research in this area.  In 2012, DARPA, acknowledges a 
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brain – machine interface.  A.I. and the human brain will form a neural network 

and therefore have the ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE BY THOUGHT ALONE.  OR 

BEING INFLUENCED OR CONTROLLED REMOTELY.  Here’s the idea: You go into 

your “smart” home and think about turning on the air conditioner, the fan, your 

favorite program on tv and it happens because it is wi-fi.  That sounds cool, right.  

But think about that, if it (frequency or wi-fi) is going one way it is coming back 

another way. What if the “smart” home can give you messages too?? DARPA has 

also been experimenting with nano technology to read and write directly onto 

your brain.  They are rewriting what’s happening in your brain.  Your memories 

and thoughts.  The A.I. will control your emotions and thoughts.  You may be able 

to download information and instantly be able to speak another language or learn 

karate instantly etc.  You will lose reality and not know the difference between 

your thoughts and memories and the computers.  You will become a character in 

an artificial reality that you do not control.  She brings up the hydrogel that 

DARPA created.  A gel that is injected to do monitoring of the human body.  This 

gel along with sensors will sink to a “smart” phone app in order to give the user 

immediate insights.  HOWEVER, THIS HYDROGEL GROWS AND SPREADS ONCE 

INSIDE OF THE BODY and we do not know how this will affect our DNA.  It can 

send information directly and continuously to an artificial intelligence.  They have 

already been adding these “health apps” to everyone’s “smart” devices.  You can 

disable them but you can never get rid of them.  So now all you need is this gel 

and then your body can be monitored for life.  For women your menstrual cycle 

can be monitored, how many times you have had sex, your vitamins and minerals, 

alcohol content, your emotions, your sleeping patterns – they would know 

everything about you continuously.  This is happening right now.  With the new 

vaccines, once a person receives them they will live with that change for the rest 

of their lives.*(about 14 min’s) 

https://killingontario.com/video/2020/06/29/dr-carrie-madej-re-human-

ownership 

Thank you to youtuber Cruz Cruz for sharing that video with us.  It is suppressed 

on youtube as I typed in the exact title and it wasn’t coming up for me. 

https://killingontario.com/video/2020/06/29/dr-carrie-madej-re-human-ownership
https://killingontario.com/video/2020/06/29/dr-carrie-madej-re-human-ownership
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I did not dig real deep on her.  I did notice the dream catcher in the background.  

Hopefully that was only there because she is not aware of the real meaning of it.  

She also opened that video saying hello to her serendipity friends.  She was 

speaking truth here and bringing out the same things I have found in my research 

so I felt good about sharing “this” video.   

She is confirming what Dr. Tent brought out about how they are injecting cancers 

into us.  And they are messing with our dna by injecting dna into us and they just 

keep increasing the dna tampering as they go along.  She was brining out how 

they are hooking us into the hive mind and more and more the A.I. is sinking up 

with our dna and interphasing with us.  And really the goal of it all is total 

takeover.  That’s a big part of what the chemtrails and frequencies are doing.  This 

is already happening.  Their big goal is to get chips into everyone for better 

control or a more solid control. 

This plandemic is packed with shills or controlled opposition, that seem to be 

speaking truth but are either used by the enemy to get truth out to us or have 

ulterior motives such as self promotion. 

Like Dr. Buttar who seemed to be sharing a lot of truth at first but then someone 

shared a video of his and I noticed it had hexagons floating by in the background 

as he shared his message, while looking like a p.o.w. held against his will saying 

the video wouldn’t be up for long. Look at these next clips and you will see what 

he was really all about: 

*Please play from 1:10 to 2:29 and from 2:57 to 4:10 Buttar is promoting doing a 

“collective intention” where you get a bunch of people to think the same things at 

the same time. He speaks of an “evolutionary” process.  He says there is no 

difference between an intention and a prayer except that some people will 

denote a religious connotation with a prayer.*(about 2.5 min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nlR8RGY7lE 

This is witchcraft – new age.  This is humanism, trying to fix things or have certain 

outcomes without loving and serving Christ Jesus and seeking Him to intervene.  

The “creator” he is talking about is not Jesus Christ but it is lucifer, the god of the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nlR8RGY7lE
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freemasons.  I had someone asking me once the difference between new age and 

witch craft.  If you look for new age in the Bible you won’t find it.  That’s because 

it falls under the heading of witch craft.  The Bible talks about all the things that 

make up witchcraft.  When you see this kind of talk and where people are looking 

for answers without God, believing we can make this world a better place and yet 

Jesus is not mentioned or sought at all.  Be sure you are looking at witchcraft. 

 

Notice on the left in the circle it says “you are great.”  Self promotion or belief in 

self without God.  On the right you see the 11 in a circle.  That number is one of 

their prime numbers that stands for the intelligence of the sun god baal who is 

lucifer.  That is kabbalah plain and simple which is witchcraft.  This guy double 

majored in biology and theology.  Doesn’t sound like it was theology of the Bible 

that he was learning. 

Look at this next video clip of his: 

*Please play from 4:52 to 5:05 and from 7:16 to 7:27 Buttar is teaching new age 

and has programming or programming cues mixed in with his message.*(about .5 

min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7p3gAbN6N8 

I wanted you to see the programming that is in his videos.  Remember MK Ultra 

and how people have been traumatized, raped, molested and forced to 

participate in luciferian rituals and once they split their minds through these 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7p3gAbN6N8
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methods they then create alters inside of the person.  They program them and 

they respond to cues.  It can be a hand sign, a certain word, a color, a number, a 

date, a smell, a sound or tone like chimes etc.  When you see his screen flicker 

and swipe around and then come into focus, they use that in programming.  Also 

where his screen squiggled around and went out of sight and came back, that is 

the same type of thing.  I used to watch a big youtube channel called Jason A. 

until I noticed that his channel began to do the black and white staticy noise and 

picture a lot.  Those are things they use in programming as cues.  You may want 

to go back and watch the series I did called “Programmed Slaves of the 

Illuminati.”  Buttar has a military background and they are using him.  They have 

people programmed all over this world like Manchurian candidates.  Remember 

at the right cue they are supposed to carry out their programming.  Do whatever 

it is they are ultimately programmed to do.  satan has built his army and 

continues to do so.  Some have broken their programming and are trying to heal 

and stay outside of that system.  Pray for them.   

People like Buttar who seemed normal at first can also make you look bad later 

when you find out how whacky they really are or you see their ulterior motives.   

 

Why do you think he’s been on FOX, NBC, CBS, ESPN etc.?  Because satan 

promotes his own.  They are using him in all of this for their purposes. 
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I have seen others seem to speak truth but were still pro vaccine like this Judy 

Mikovits who is or was a research scientist.   Watch yourself because the 

deception is on every side.  They have their “players” on all the bases. 

I hope you do not take offense because I am pointing out shills and wolves and 

people who are not what they seem.  I have a responsibility to the flock that God 

has entrusted to me.  I know you all are feeding on this stuff and I have to at least 

warn you. 

 

Back to Dr. Carrie, she went on in the course of the video to say that some 

scientists are saying that these vaccines can increase transmission because some 
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of the virus will be given in the vaccine.  And that these vaccines could be 

potential bioweapons.  Ain’t that the truth! 

*Please play 0 to 1:58  Bill Gates on CNBC April 9, 2020 talks about the process of 

getting the vaccine taking 18 mos.  Then he says that possibly 700,000 people 

could suffer from vaccine side effects (injuries, or deaths).  He says when the 

world is vaccinated the government will have to be involved because there will 

have to be an indemnification before they could proceed.  ((So there will be no 

liability for death and injuries due to the mandatory vaccine that is 

coming.))*(about 2 min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qjjwyawk0Io 

He started right off talking about rna vaccines.  So he confirmed what Dr. Carrie 

was sharing with us. He said possibly 700,000 people could experience “side 

effects.”  That means to suffer a vaccine related injury, disability or even death.  .  

Notice this isn’t getting much air time on main stream media if any at all.  Think 

about last week, the interview with Dr. Deisher and Robert F. Kennedy Jr. when 

she shared that the scientists were saying that they would have to vaccinate the 

whole world before anyone would get cancer.  So then they vaccinated 9 boys 

and 4 of them got cancer.  She said, so I wouldn’t trust anything they say.  So I 

wouldn’t trust Bill Gates with his numbers on this either, they are probably going 

to be way higher.  Probably will be way more “injuries” from the vaccine. 

The Today Show ran a piece on 7/28/20 that said that Moderna and Pfizer were 

using rna in their experimental vaccine trials. They said rather than manipulating 

the live virus , they are delivering genetic instructions known as messenger RNA.  

The hope is that the immune system then produces covid fighting antibodies.  See 

how casually they run the information and don’t really give the details of what 

they are really doing? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qjjwyawk0Io
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The name of the company tells you what they are about, just flip it around and 

you get RNA Mode.  Remember they study Aleister Crowley, a deep satanist, who 

wrote that the more you do backward, upside down, flipped around, perverted 

and against God, the more satanic power you will get.  So they hide this stuff in 

plain sight.  

They said the first ones to receive the coronavirus vaccines will be frontline 

workers: dr’s, nurses, firefighters, paramedics, first responders and then the sick 

and elderly.  If you know a frontline worker, wake them up. We have one on our 

prayer team, Ms. Patricia, she is a nurse in the middle of all of this. 

*Please play from 32:10 to 35:18 and from 36:41 to 41:56  From 2009: Jane 
Burgermeister, she was an editor for a medical journal.  She found out about 
contaminated vaccines back in 2009 and tried to stop them and became a 
whistleblower exposing their plans to kick off a pandemic and how the WHO 
(World Health Organization) would then order mandated vaccines.  She talks 
about how they will try to force people to take vaccines. The police will not be 
able to round everyone up because they don’t have the resources to do that.  She 
says that their hope is that most will just obey and others will move out of fear 
and then that will leave very few for the police to actually need to go and round 
up.  They will set up vaccine centers that are outside hospitals and outside GP’s 
(general practioners).  Some of these are going to be secure.  First people will go 
of their own free will, next calls will go out to ask people to come in and then last, 
the ones who don’t comply will be collected.  She believes they have special 
pandemic police task forces./ The media will focus on the fear and then a lie 
campaign will go out saying it had nothing to do with the vaccines but it was the 
virus. (Which it was actually what was contained in the vaccines that made the 
people sick and killed them.)  She talks about how the vaccine company Baxter 
was planning to put nano chips into their swine flu vaccine (back in 2009). WHO 
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(World Health Organization) has put in place the legal framework so that they can 
work together to achieve this goal.  She said they don’t need to vaccinate 
everyone to create a pandemic, it will spread.  Then eventually people will put on 
their face mask and take their colidal silver and their vitamin C and D3 to help to 
protect against it.  But their agenda is to try and reduce the number of people 
that survive so they really would like to get as many vaccinated as possible.  The 
luciferians already have a comprehensive electronic surveillance system in place 
already. They will be able to track and control every single one of us on the 
planet. ALL OF THIS INFORMATION IS PUBLISHED AND OUT THERE FOR PEOPLE TO 
SEE FOR THEMSELVES.  People can’t believe it because the main stream media 
doesn’t cover it or makes those who speak out to be conspiracy theorists or 
villains. *(about 8.5 min’s)  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PelTWCUmTsU 

 

I would watch that whole video if I were you.  It was 2009 and look how much of 

what she talked about has come more in focus now. 

CLOSING 

Remember they caused the “Spanish Flu” with their injecting horse bacteria into 
the U.S. soldiers thanks to the Rockefeller Institute.  And they have tried several 
times to kick off a pandemic since then but not with the success they are having 
this time.  The last time they made a run at it was 2009 with the swine flu.  They 
have taken notes and done their studies, they have watched people and how they 
react and what they believe.   
 
She talked about the confusion that is going to happen when people begin to get 
sick and die from the vaccine.  That the media will just spin it as they spin 
everything and they will say oh it wasn’t the vaccine it was the virus.  Then more 
people will believe and rush out to get the vaccination.   
 
The vaccine centers that she spoke of, aren’t we seeing mobile testing unit sites 
going up?  Temporary testing sites set up too.  She said “some of these are going 
to be secure.”  What does that mean?  With police or military guarding them?  
How true that statement is.  We already see them taping off and guarding the 
areas of fake shootings and events.  They don’t want the true investigative 
reporter snooping around and really exposing them more than we already are.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PelTWCUmTsU
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They are guarding their hot spot hospitals.  That’s all they have to do to keep you 
out and keep their lie going.  Put guards outside of an empty hospital. 
 
She said the vast majority of the people will go there of their own free will.  I 
believe that.  I don’t see enough people truly awake about all of this.  They still 
believe it is a fight between the democrats and republicans.  So narrow minded 
they cannot see this is being played on the whole world.  They still believe they 
are saving lives by obeying every ridiculous thing they propose. 
 
And as this goes on and the vaccine is made mandatory they certainly could place 
guards there to try to force the people to comply or else…  When this comes to 
force and it becomes illegal to refuse it, what will you do?  Sooner or later it will 
come down to this. 
 
She said they are relying on it coming down to only needing to round up a very 
small number of people. Did you know that God works with small numbers.  He’s 
usually not in the big crowds.  When Jesus was teaching and the crowds dispersed 
and went away then He was alone with His disciples.  Everyone else got what they 
came for or used Him and left.  Only the small number of disciples stayed. 
 
Matt.24:37-39 - But as the days of Noe (Noah) were, so shall also the coming of 
the Son of man be.  For as in the days that were before the flood they were eating 
and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day that Noe entered into 
the ark, And knew not (did not know what would happen) until the flood came, 
and took them all away; so shall also the coming of the Son of man be.  
 
For the KJV only pastors who can’t see the Mandela Effect, I wonder how they 
explain Noe?  If you are not aware as I was not, that Noe is the greek name for 
Noah and yet we see Noah also in the New Testament, I wonder how they are 
explaining that?  Mostly I think they are ignoring and avoiding these issues hoping 
they go away and they aren’t. 
 
Only 8 people were saved in that ark.  Small numbers.  The luciferians know this.  
They know they are not going to have to round many.  They are only going to 
have to deal with a  small group that will resist their plans. 
  
PRAYER 
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LINKS FOR EVERY PART: 
 
Dr. Tent shares about Vaccines 
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/243-stop-the-
vaccinations-they-are-injecting-us-with-cancer-and-viruses 
 
Vaccination MUST SEE! - The Hidden Truth - Australian Documentary (FULL) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9CGfYPXDKg&t=4228s 
 
Weather and Chemical Warfare 
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/256-weather-
and-chemical-warfare-part-one 
 
Promotes using vitamin C against coronavirus and as a preventative 
http://doctoryourself.com/ 
 
Coronavirus AID SUPPORT Possible cure High doses of Vitamin C Covid 19 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6HCrzGY2kM&feature=youtu.be 
 
LINKS FOR THIS PART: 

Extended interview: Bill Gates on coronavirus pandemic 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X-KkQeMMSQ 

Great research links on this page / Dr. Carrie Madej video is here too 

https://killingontario.com/video/2020/06/29/dr-carrie-madej-re-human-

ownership 

IF WE HELP EACH OTHER, WE WOULD BE ALL SAVED❗ RASHID BUTTAR 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7p3gAbN6N8 

Dr Rashid A Buttar - April 18, 2020 Live Stream 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nlR8RGY7lE 

http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/99-programmed-

slaves-of-the-illuminati-part-one 

http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/243-stop-the-vaccinations-they-are-injecting-us-with-cancer-and-viruses
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/243-stop-the-vaccinations-they-are-injecting-us-with-cancer-and-viruses
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9CGfYPXDKg&t=4228s
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/256-weather-and-chemical-warfare-part-one
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/256-weather-and-chemical-warfare-part-one
http://doctoryourself.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6HCrzGY2kM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X-KkQeMMSQ
https://killingontario.com/video/2020/06/29/dr-carrie-madej-re-human-ownership
https://killingontario.com/video/2020/06/29/dr-carrie-madej-re-human-ownership
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7p3gAbN6N8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nlR8RGY7lE
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/99-programmed-slaves-of-the-illuminati-part-one
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/99-programmed-slaves-of-the-illuminati-part-one
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https://www.drbuttar.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/CV-Rashid-Buttar-

Biographical-Info-Longest.pdf 

https://kabbalahexperience.com/111111-2/ 

Eleven does not carry Biblical significance.  God doesn’t place power on a number 

like freemasons do. 

https://elev8.hellobeautiful.com/511545/the-bibilical-and-spiritual-meaning-of-

11/ 

Numerology Master Number 11, 22, 33, 44 Astrology Secrets of the deep 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QYX60ZvHQM 

An effective coronavirus vaccine is at least 18 months away: Bill Gates 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qjjwyawk0Io 

Project Camelot interviews Jane Burgermeister 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PelTWCUmTsU 
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